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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
REMOS Selects New Dealer in Lithuania
Pasewalk, Germany – In keeping with their plan to establish a
global sales and service network, REMOS Aircraft has bestowed a
dealership on Amber Avia, UAB at Aerodrome EYVP, near Vilnius,
Lithuania. Zygimantas Valiunas, CEO of the company, said: “We look
forward to contributing to an expansion of General Aviation in the
Baltic States through REMOS. It’s an ideal trainer and introduction
aircraft for entry level pilots and those seeking the IFR and
Commercial ratings.”
Valiunas expects to develop a flight training operation centered
on the ultralight version of the GX series as a trainer. The Baltic States
of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania have seen a recent surge of interest in
flying and primary training that can lead to positions with commercial
airlines. “For those interested in an airline career or just recreational
flying, the REMOS is an excellent starting point. We compared and
flight tested a number of other two seaters in this class, but felt
REMOS offered the best combination of good handling, efficiency, low
maintenance and mission profile capabilities.”

Designed by German engineers, REMOS AG recently upgraded
and refined the powerplant and avionics options in their new model,
the GXiS. REMOS has developed an exclusive computerized system for
starting the Rotax 912 iS Sport fuel injected engine. Starting is now a
simple process of turning the key and pressing a “Start” button,
reducing a once-complicated process to two steps. They have also
adopted the new 10” Dynon touch sensitive screens along with the
Garmin GTN 750, an all in one WAAS GPS/NAV/COM navigation
system and control panel for radio, audio panel, transponder and
autopilot.
REMOS has established dealers in a dozen countries around the
globe and will continue to expand its list of outlets. For more
information on REMOS, visit REMOS.com. To contact Amber Avia, UAB
in Lithuania, visit remos.lt, email info@remos.lt or call +37069978878.
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REMOS Aircraft has established a dealership for
sales and service near Vilnius, Lithuania.
Juergen Rehlaender, Sales Manager, hands
over the keys to Zygimantas Valiunas.
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